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(5) Whenever disclosure is made pursuant to this section, except for
subsections (2)(a) and (6) of this section, it shall be accompanied by a
statement in writing which includes the following or substantially similar
language: "This information has been disclosed to you from records whose
confidentiality is protected by state law. State law prohibits you from mak-
ing any further disclosure of it without the specific written consent of the
person to whom it pertains, or as otherwise permitted by state law. A gen-
eral authorization for the release of medical or other information is NOT
sufficient for this purpose." An oral disclosure shall be accompanied or fol-
lowed by such a notice within ten days.

(6) The requirements of this section shall not apply to the customary
methods utilized for the exchange of medical information among health
care providers in order to provide health care services to the patient, nor
shall they apply within health care facilities where there is a need for access
to confidential medical information to fulfill professional duties.
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CHAPTER 124
[Senate Bill No. 5040]

DRUG OFFENSES WITHIN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND JAILS-
SENTENCE ENHANCEMENT

AN ACT Relating to controlled substances within correctional facilities; and amending
RCW 9.94A.310 and 9.94A.370.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:

Sec. 1. Section 2, chapter 115, Laws of 1983 as last amended by sec-
tion 1, chapter 218, Laws of 1988 and RCW 9.94A.310 are each amended
to read as follows:
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TABLE I

Sentencing Grid

SERIOUSNESS
SCORE OFFENDER SCORE

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 or more

XIV Life Sentence without Parole/Death Penalty

XIII 23y4m24y4m25y4m26y4m27y4m28y4m30y4m 32y10m36y 40y
240- 250- 261- 271- 281- 291- 312- 338- 370- 411-
320 333 347 361 374 388 416 450 493 548

XII 12y 13y 14y 15y 16y 17y 19y 21y 25y 29y
123- 134- 144- 154- 165- 175- 195- 216- 257- 298-
164 178 192 205 219 233 260 288 342 397

XI 6y 6y9m 7y6m 8y3m 9y 9y9m 12y6m 13y6m 15y6m 17y6m
62- 69- 77- 85- 93- 100- 129- 139- 159- 180-
82 92 102 113 123 133 171 185 212 240

X 5y 5y6m 6y 6y6m 7y 7y6m 9y6m I Oy6m I2y6m I4y6m
51- 57- 62- 67- 72- 77- 98- 108- 129- 149-
68 75 82 89 96 102 130 144 171 198

IX 3y 3y6m 4y 4y6m 5y 5y6m 7y6m 8y6m I Oy6m l2y6m
31- 36- 41- 46- 51- 57- 77- 87- 108- 129-
41 48 54 61 68 75 102 116 144 171

VIII 2y 2y6m 3y 3y6m 4y 4y6m 6y6m 7y6m 8y6m IOy6m
21- 26- 31- 36- 41- 46- 67- 77- 87- 108-
27 34 41 48 54 61 89 102 116 144

VII 18m 2y 2y6m 3y 3y6m 4y 5y6m 6y6m 7y6m 8y6m
15- 21- 26- 31- 36- 41- 57- 67- 77- 87-
20 27 34 41 48 54 75 89 102 116

VI 13m 18m 2y 2y6m 3y 3y6m 4y6m 5y6m 6y6m 7y6m
12+- 15- 21- 26- 31- 36- 46- 57- 67- 77-
14 20 27 34 41 48 61 75 89 102
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SERIOUSNESS
SCORE OFFENDER SCORE

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 or more

V 9m 13m 15m 18m 2y2m 3y2m 4y 5y 6y 7y
6- 12+- 13- 15- 22- 33- 41- 51- 62- 72-
12 14 17 20 29 43 54 68 82 96

IV 6m 9m 13m 15m 18m 2y2m 3y2m 4y2m 5y2m 6y2m
3- 6- 12+- 13- 15- 22- 33- 43- 53- 63-
9 12 14 17 20 29 43 57 70 84

Ill 2m 5m 8m ir 14m .20m 2y2m 3y2m 4y2m 5y
1- 3- 4- 9- 12+- 17- 22- 33- 43- 51-
3 8 12 12 16 22 29 43 57 68

1I 4m 6m 8m 13m 16m 20m 2y2m 3y2m 4y2m
0-90 2- 3- 4- 12+- 14- 17- 22- 33- 43-
Days 6 9 12 14 18 22 29 43 57

1 3m 4m 5m 8m 13m 16m 20m 2y2m
0-60 0-90 2- 2- 3- 4- 12+- 14- 17- 22-
Days Days 5 6 8 12 14 18 22 29

NOTE: Numbers in the first horizontal row of each seriousness category
represent sentencing midpoints in years(y) and months(m). Numbers in the
second and third rows represent presumptive sentencing ranges in months,
or in days if so designated. 12+ equals one year and one day.

(2) For persons convicted of the anticipatory offenses of criminal at-
tempt, solicitation, or conspiracy under chapter 9A.28 RCW, the presump-
tive sentence is determined by locating the sentencing grid sentence range
defined by the appropriate offender score and the seriousness level of the
completed crime, and multiplying the range by 75 percent.

(3) The following additional times shall be added to the presumptive
sentence if the offender or an accomplice was armed with a deadly weapon
as defined in this chapter and the offender is being sentenced for one of the
crimes listed in this vubsection. If the offender or an accomplice was armed
with a deadly wealyin and the offender is being sentenced for an anticipato-
ry offense under chapter 9A.28 RCW to commit one of the crimes listed in
this subsection, the following times shall be added to the presumptive range
determined under subsection (2) of this section:

(a) 24 months for Rape I (RCW 9A.44.040), Robbery I (RCW 9A.56-
.200), or Kidnapping I (RCW 9A.40.020)
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(b) 18 months for Burglary I (RCW 9A.52.020)
(c) 12 months for Assault 2 (RCW 9A.36.020 or 9A.36.021), Escape I

(RCW 9A.76.1 10), Kidnapping 2 (RCW 9A.40.030), Burglary 2 of a
building other than a dwelling (RCW 9A.52.030), Theft of Livestock
I or 2 (RCW 9A.56.080), or any drug offense.

(4) The following additional times shall be added to the presumptive
sentence if the offender or an accomplice committed the offense while in a
county jail or state correctional facility as that term is defined in this chap-
ter and the offender is being sentenced for one of the crimes listed in this
subsection. If the offender or an accomplice committed one of the crimes
listed in this subsection while in a county jail or state correctional facility as
that term is defined in this chapter, and the offender is being sentenced for
an anticipatory offense under chapter 9A.28 RCW to commit one of the
crimes listed in this subsection, the following times shall be added to the
presumptive sentence range determined under subsection (2) of this section:

(a) Eighteen months for offenses committed under RCW
69.50.401 (a)( I )(i);

(b) Fifteen months for offenses committed under RCW
69.50.401(a)(1)(ii), (iii), and (iv);

(c) Twelve months for offenses committed under RCW 69.50.401(d).
For the purposes of this subsection, all of the real property of a state

correctional facility or county jail shall be deemed to be part of that facility
or county jail.

Sec. 2. Section 8, chapter H 5, Laws of 1983 as last amended by sec-
tion 1, chapter 131, Laws of 1987 and RCW 9.94A.370 are each amended
to read as follows:

(1) The intersection of the column defined by the offender score and
the row defined by the offense seriousness score determines the presumptive
sentencing range (see RCW 9.94A.310, (Table I)). The additional time for
deadly weapon findings or for those offenses enumerated in RCW
9.94A.310(4) that were committed in a state correctional facility or county
jail shall be added to the entire presumptive sentence range. The court may
impose any sentence within the range that it deems appropriate. All pre-
sumptive sentence ranges are expressed in terms of total confinement.

(2) In determining any sentence, the trial court may rely on no more
information than is admitted by the plea agreement, or admitted, acknowl-
edged, or proved in a trial or at the time of sentencing. Acknowledgement
includes not objecting to information stated in the presentence reports.
Where the defendant disputes material facts, the court must either not con-
sider the fact or grant an evidentiary hearing on the point. The facts shall
be deemed proved at the hearing by a preponderance of the evidence. Facts
that establish the elements of a more serious crime or additional crimes may
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not be used to go outside the presumptive sentence range except upon stip-
ulation or when specifically provided for in RCW 9.94A.390(2) (c), (d),
and (e).

Passed the Senate March 3, 1989.
Passed the House April 6, 1989.
Approved by the Governor April 20, 1989.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State April 20, 1989.

CHAPTER 125
[Substitute Senate Bill No. 5614]

HEALTH PROFESSIONS-VOLUNTARY SUBSTANCE ABUSE MONITORING
PROGRAMS

AN ACT Relating to implementation of voluntary substance abuse monitoring programs
for the regulated health professions; adding a new section to chapter 18.32 RCW; adding a
new section to chapter 18.92 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 18.130 RCW; making an
appropriation; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:

NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 18.32
RCW to read as follows:

(1) To implement an impaired dentist program as authorized by RCW
18.130.175, the dental disciplinary board shall enter into a contract with a
voluntary substance abuse monitoring program. The impaired dentist pro-
gram may include any or all of the following:

(a) Contracting with providers of treatment programs;
(b) Receiving and evaluating reports of suspected impairment from any

source;
(c) Intervening in cases of verified impairment;
(d) Referring impaired dentists to treatment programs;
(e) Monitoring the treatment and rehabilitation of impaired dentists

including those ordered by the board;
(f) Providing education, prevention of impairment, posttreatment mon-

itoring, and support of rehabilitated impaired dentists; and
(g) Performing other related activities as determined by the board.
(2) A contract entered into under subsection (I) of this section shall be

financed by a surcharge of up to fifteen dollars on each license issuance or
renewal to be collected by the department of licensing from every dentist
licensed under chapter 18.32 RCW. These moneys shall be placed in the
health professions account to be used solely for the implementation of the
impaired dentist program.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 18.92
RCW to read as follows:
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